Ten complete first year of study in advanced engineering program

Ten participants in the New Practicing Engineer Advanced Study Program have completed their first year of full time study at MIT.

The program is sponsored by MIT's Center for Advanced Engineering Education and is designed to provide mid-career engineers in developing nations with an opportunity to study for five years in advanced engineering programs.

The program will be continued in 1967-68 academic year.

Trips to Washington, Europe scheduled for Sloan Fellows

Eighty Sloan Fellows from the MIT Alfred P. Sloan School of Research will travel to Washington, D.C., on May 21, 1965, in order to familiarize themselves with the national capital.

The trip will be an educational opportunity for the Fellows and their families.

Junior Science Symposium to be held here this week

High school teachers and students from schools in Greater Boston area will attend the Third Annual Junior Science Symposium at MIT tomorrow and Friday.

The symposium occurs at different colleges throughout the nation.

The symposium will be held on Friday, April 22, 1965.

Blood Drive sets pace for others; APO-TCA efforts net 1502 pints

The annual MIT Blood Drive last month drew 1502 pints of whole blood from more than 3000 students, faculty and staff members under the direction of the Student Council's Blood Drive Committee.

The next Blood Drive will be held in the MIT Union on October 1, 1965.
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Hired by Harvard

Putnam to move up river

Professor Hilary Putnam, head of MIT's Philosophy and Humanities department, has accepted an offer to move up river.

Putnam's move is expected to take place in the near future.

The announcement of the success of the APO-TCA Blood Drive was made by co-chairmen of the Blood Drive Committee.

The announcement came after a series of successful Blood Drives were held in recent years.
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